
Recommended ProTeam Equipment

ProVac® FS 6 + GoFit® 3/6 Backpacks

Commercial backpack vacuums are the perfect solution for increasing 
productivity. Whether cleaning large areas or small, hard surfaces or 
carpet, high surfaces or low, they save time, effort and money. Both 
models are lightweight and durable, making it ideal for residential 
cleaning professionals.

ProTeam’s GoFit Series is the latest innovation and is engineered to 
deliver versatility and comfort. Starting in January 2023, the GoFit 3-and 
6-quart units will include the optional power nozzle tool kit. 
 
 

• Productivity — Save 10 to 15 minutes per residential cleaning with 
ProTeam’s single-vacuum system. Both units, the ProVac FS 6 and 
the GoFit Series, come with multiple tools that tackle detail cleaning, 
upholstery, carpets, hard surfaces, ceiling fans and baseboards.  

• Comfort and Maneuverability — Quickly and efficiently pick up dirt and 
move around furniture with ProTeam’s lightweight backpack vacuums. 
Additionally, the units responsive FlexFit® harness makes it more 
comfortable to wear by reducing fatigue on the end user’s shoulders, back 
and neck.  

• Cleaning for Health® —  Our powerful motor and 4-level filtration 
captures not only the things we see like pet hair, dirt and paper — but also 
those more microscopic allergy and asthma triggers like pet dander, dust 
mites and pollen.

ProGuard®  4 Portable Wet/Dry
Quickly remove and prevent water damage from spills using the ProGuard 4 portable wet/dry 
vacuum. With this compact option, end users can move freely while covering each corner of the 
residence. 

• Lightweight and Easy to Transport — Its handheld design and small size offers a convenient 
alternative to larger, cumbersome vacuums.  

• Tackle Add-On Services with Ease — With the ProGuard 4’s built-in swivel caster wheel pattern 
allowing for 360-degree maneuverability, residential cleaners can pick up messes on patios, courtyards 
or walkways.

WET/DRY

ProForce®  1200XP/1500XP
This high-filtration upright contains a high-performance dual-motor system and a low profile, 
L-shaped head perfect for vacuuming under and around furniture. Its set of onboard tools makes 
it easy to reach corners, crevices and other tight spaces, while the wide base clears larger areas of 
carpet in a single sweep. 

• 12" or 15" Cleaning Path  — This upright vacuum effortlessly moves across carpets and hard floors. 

• Powerful Suction — The high-performance dual motor system maintains power to both the brush 
roller and the suction motor.

UPRIGHT

For more information or to place an order contact:
ARCSI ProTeam Distributor: Modern Cleaning  •  877.214.4942 •  mail@moderncleaning.com

BACKPACKS


